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NGALSO TRULKOR
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PHOTO REPORTAGE
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Anniversary Lunch dedicated to the Long Life of everyone and to all elemensts
with the special and most auspicious participation of the local police department and authorities of Borobudur together
with the Manohara Management: Mr Didik Sulaiman; Mr. Iskandar; Mr. Kamidi; Mr. Marsis Sutopo; Mr. Jamaludin Mawardi;
Mrs. Chrisnamurti Adiningrum; Mrs.Veronica Ririn
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THE SPIRIT IN MOVEMENT
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Shaoling and Capoeira Offering
Corinne Gabban - Jampa kunsang (Italy) is a disciple of Ven. Lama
Gangchen Rinpoche and Ven. Lama Michel Rinpoche, while
practising as an offering to Buddha in the Holy site of Borobudur,
an exercise of Shaolin Kung Fu, recognized as a UNESCO
intangible world heritage.
She receives the schoolings of these martial arts directly from her
Teacher Shi Heng Chan of the Shaolin cultural Centre in Milan,
Italy, and from the Shaolin Monks ven. Shi Yan Hui and ven. Shi
Yan Ti.
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THE SPIRIT IN MOVEMENT

Madlen met Lama Gangchen some 10 years ago in Päwesin, and then
every year took part in the annual musical event - sometimes in
Holland, one time in Albagnano.

She lives in Magdeburg, Germany. A
freelance designer since 2006, she
performs Capoeira since 2005, She
began to train at the university of
Magdeburg in the UNICAR group,
a regional Group. The Master and
founder of the group is Nelsinho, a
brazilian Teacher living in Berlin.
Now she combines it with yoga and
gives some classes to kids and teens in
a big yoga center.

Performing a Capoeira: Dance and combat in Music during the retreat
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OBAMA FAMILY VISIT TO BOROBUDUR

From left to right: Mr. Mura (official guide from Borobudur Conservation office); Mr. Palwoto (Director of Finance PT Twcb);
Mr. Marsis Sutopo (Head of Borobudur Conservation office); Mr. Obama; Mr. Edi Setijono ( Managing Director of PT Twcb)
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“... This temple is beautiful and is a symbol of tolerance...”

Mr Obama was very impressed as it was his second visit. He had visited Borobudur when
he was a child, and now he has come back with his family to visit the temple.
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FIVE WISDOMS

Speakers Biographies
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Lama Michel Rinpoche, born in 1981, has been recognized
by Lama Gangchen and many great lamas as a Tulku – the
reincarnation of a Tibetan Buddhist Master. He has chosen to be
born in Brazil not only in order to benefit the whole country and
South America, but the whole of contemporary society.
Lama Gangchen visited Brazil for the first in 1987, invited by
Lama Michel’s parents - Bel and Daniel. From this encounter was
born a strong connection with the whole family, who founded
the first of many Dharma Centers under the guidance of Lama
Gangchen: the ‘Shi De Choe Tsog’ Center.
Over the years, contacts with Bel, Daniel and Lama Michel’s sister
Fernanda have increasingly been strengthened. Spontaneously, at
the age of twelve, Lama Michel decides to leave his ‘normal life’ in
order to engage in a monastic life in the south of India, where he
presently resides.
Lama Michel has repeatedly visited sacred sites in India, Nepal,
Indonesia, Cambodia, Mongolia and Tibet. During all these pilgrimages, he has had many intuitions,
dreams and special visions. Lama Michel’s character and his altruistic attitude began then to
manifest themselves in a traditionally Buddhist way.
Great Lamas as Zopa Rinpoche, Daghiab Rinpoche and Gelek Rinpoche have confirmed that Lama
Michel is the reincarnation of Drubchok Ghialwa Sandrup – a 15th century Lama from Gangchen
Choepel Ling,
a monastery in Tibet, at the beginning of Lama Tsong Khapa’s Ghelupa schooll, at the times of the
first Dalai Lama. Panchen Zangpo Tashi, one of Lama Gangchen’s reincarnations, founded the
Gangchen Choepel Ling monastery. His successor, the second regent of the throne, was Drubchok
Ghialwa Sandrup – a great yogi and master who gave various philosophical teachings.
Lama Michel is really a special young man, and many people have noticed his pure energy – which
is like the energy of Maitreya, the future Buddha of Love. His Tibetan name is Chiang Chub Choepel
Lobsang Nientrak – which means the ‘Wise and famous Mind of enlightenment, who spreads the
peace message of Dharma successfully’.

Lama Caroline, Dorje Kanyen Lhamo, was born in 1965 in the
UK. She became Buddhist in 1986 after reading ‘The Way of the
White Clouds’ and took Refuge with Geshe Namgyel Wangchen
of Drepung. Caroline studied and did solitary retreats for five
years under the guidance of Geshe Kelsang Gyatso.
In 1991 met Gangchen Rinpoche, and moved to Milano, Italy, to
study with him - She has also had the great fortune to receive
teachings on sutra and tantra from many other (Gelugpa) Lamas.
From 1993 – to present day she is travelling extensively with
Lama Gangchen and visited Borobudhur for the first time in
1993. Lama Caroline together with the Lama Gangchen Peace
Publications team, (Isthar Adler, Cosy Back, Ricardo Baddouh,
Sharon Dawson,) compiled, edited and published the NgalSo
Gyasto Sungrab, the Collected Works of Lama Gangchen, the core
teachings of the NgalSo Tradition.(his collected works on Sutra,
Tantra, medicine, astrology, yoga) of NgalSo Western Buddhism.
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In 2000 she was Officially recognised as a Lama by Lama Gangchen. She is a Lineage Holder of the
NgalSo tradition, and became a Throne Holder in 2012.
2000 – onwards, Lama Caroline has been teaching and guiding retreats on Sutra, Tantra, Medicine,
Astrology, and Trulkhor yoga at Albaganano Healing Meditation Center, Italy, and in other NgalSo
Centers worldwide.
2003 - 4, she studied and received a Diploma in World Religions from the Open University, UK.
2005 - 8 Masters Degree (with merit) in Buddhist Studies from the University of Sunderland, UK –
Her thesis was on ‘A Tibetan Lama’s Mandala Theory About Candi Borobudur Compared with
Western Scholarship’
Since 2010 she studies Classical Tibetan and Sanskrit at ITAS, the Institute for Tibetan and Asian
Studies at KarmaGuen, Velez Malaga, Spain.

Alfredo Sfeir Younis (born 1947) is a Chilean economist,
spiritual leader and healer, presently President of the
Zambuling Institute for Human Transformation, founded in
2005 in Washington, DC, USA.
Before opening the Institute, Alfredo had a twenty-nine-year
career at the World Bank where he was hired as the World
Bank’s first environmental economist in 1976 and later was
appointed Director of the World Bank Office in Geneva,
Switzerland.
He served as Special Representative to the United Nations
and the World Trade Organization from 1996 to 1999. In both
institutions Alfredo worked in the general fields of human
rights, peace, and social justice; within this broader context
he initiated and promoted policy in such areas as poverty
eradication, international trade and finance, financing
of development, gender and women’s issues, trade and
development, role of indigenous peoples, sustainable management of forestry and fisheries, water
management
and irrigation, desertification, biodiversity, culture and spirituality in sustainable
development, and alternative medicine.
He has received numerous awards from international organizations, including the Lifetime
Ambassador of Peace (2001), Peace and Tolerance Award (2002), World Healer Award (2002),
Messenger of Peace (2002), Peace, Mercy and Tolerance Award (2003), Supreme Advisor of the
Buddhist Spiritual Forum Award, World Peace Mercy and Tolerance Award (2004), Diamond Peace
Award (2005), and Peace Ambassador Award (2006).
Alfredo was a candidate for the 2013 presidential election as the leader of the Green Ecologist Party,
but lost the election with less than 3% of the total amount of votes.
Recognized as a healer and spiritual authority by many masters from different faiths, Alfredo
publishes and lectures worldwide on spirituality and global issues.
U.S.A. for Jammu and Kashmir State Chapter, India.
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Claudia Sobrevila is Senior Biodiversity Specialist at the World
Bank. A Venezuelan national, she holds a degree in biology from
the Central University of Venezuela and an M.A. and a doctorate
degree (PhD) in Ecology from Harvard University. During
her 10 years at the World Bank, she has provided technical
and project management expertise to projects in more than
15 countries mainly in Latin America on the establishment
and management of Parks, building ecological corridors,
ensuring that biodiversity conservation is in the agenda of
governments, on the establishment of environment trust funds,
and more recently on the participation of indigenous peoples
in biodiversity conservation. She is a strong practitioner of
participatory development.
The wide input she seeks ensures stronger ownership of the
decisions by an array of interest groups and may ensure more
long-lasting effects in conservation. Ms. Sobrevila has led
workshops to develop best practices on the issue of the role of indigenous peoples in biodiversity
conservation, on traditional knowledge of indigenous groups and on long-term innovative financing
mechanisms for protected areas.
Prior to her position at the Bank, Ms. Sobrevila was Chief Ecologist at The Nature Conservancy, where
she did inventories of vegetation types and park planning in more than 8 countries and developed
a Manual for Rapid Ecological Assessment that is being used commonly in Latin America. She was
also Senior Director for the Andean Countries at Conservation International, where she promoted
the concept and development of ecological corridors, particularly in the Peru-Bolivia Amazon
Lowlands, which has become a major conservation strategy in these two countries.
Ms. Sobrevila has authored several papers and reports on rapid ecological assessment, ecological
guide to a park, conservation planning tools, biodiversity conservation and more recently on the role
of Nature and Peace. Recently, Claudia founded a non-profit organization “EcoVillages FoundationPeaceful people in a Healthy Environment” to support poor indigenous communities in remote
villages in Tibet and in the rain forests of South and Central America.

Dr Elkana Waarsenburg (1976) works as a family physician
in the Netherlands. She works in primary care that provides
continuing and comprehensive health care for the individual
and family across all ages, genders, diseases of body and mind.
She participates in a two-year specialization on palliative care
and dying support, which will be completed in June 2015.
Her main (working) interests are Psychosomatic Diseases,
Integrative Medicine, Dying Support and Buddhism in relation
to Inner and Outer Science.
Since ten years Elkana has been travelling with Lama Gangchen
Rinpoche, Lama Michel Rinpoche, Lama Caroline to holy places
around the world. During those years she experienced great
benefit of (practising) dharma: profound spiritual medicine for
body and mind on gross, subtle and very subtle levels.
The NgalSo Tantric Self-Healing Meditation as developed and taught by T.Y.S Lama Gangchen
Tulku Rinpoche has been of great benefit for herself and in her work as a family physician.
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Daniel Calmanovitz Electronic Engineer graduated at Escola
Politécnica da USP - Brazil.
Presides the Advisory Board of the Centro de Dharma da Paz temple for practice and study of Tibetan Buddhism in São Paulo,
founded in 1988, and is the President Director of Fundação
Lama Gangchen para a Cultura de Paz, created in 2006.
Disciple of H.E. Lama Gangchen Rinpoche and Buddhist
practitioner since 1987, was ordained monk in February 2011,
at the holy stupa of Borobudur, Indonesia. He coordinates
and is instructor of courses, retreats and meditation practices
and Buddhist philosophy, as well as peace culture education
programs. Participates in teachings and retreats with Lama
Gangchen in Brazil and around the world, and accompanied
him on many pilgrimages to Buddhist holy sites in India,
Tibet, Nepal, Indonesia, Myanmar, and others; he had also the opportunity to participate in retreats
and teachings with other renowned Lamas. Represents the FLGCP in inter-religious meetings as
well as other related activities.

Dr Rogier Hoenders is a psychiatrist and clinical
psychiatry instructor, who founded and directs the center
for integrative psychiatry in Groningen, the Netherlands.
He is the chairman of the organising committee of the twoyearly congress integrated psychiatry and a board member
of the international network for integrative mental health
(INIMH).
His main research is on: Integrative Psychiatry: the
philosophical foundation, practical implication and
effectiveness of ‘Integrative Medicine’ in mental health care.

Claudio Pineda was born in São Paulo Brazil on the 3rd of
December 1957.
He graduated in Air Conditioning Mechanical Engineering,
worked in environmental Air treatment for 20 Years:
Nowadays he is working in real estate marketing and with
Coaching according to Anthroposophy fundamentals and
NgalSo Tibetan buddhist approach.
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Edzard Geertsema was born 22 December 1970. He took refuge
with Lama Gangchen in 2011 and participated in the Borobudur
retreat in 2013.
He regularly participates in retreats with Lama Gangchen and
Lama Michel both in Albagnano and in the Netherlands.
In 2003 he received his Ph.D. in organic chemistry from the
University of Groningen (the Netherlands).
Since then he has been a lecturer and researcher in chemistry:
at the University of Edinburgh (UK) (2007-2009), University of
Groningen (2010-2014) and currently at the University of Applied
Sciences in Groningen. Besides teaching chemistry he mentors
students in a counsellor role, and teaches communication skills
based on non formal education.

Angela Chirico, certified Instructor Healing Tao Yoga, a system
of practices from the taoist tradition by Master Mantak Chia.
Usui and Karuna Reiki Master from 1998. Shiatsu therapist
from 2002. I started this path to an interest and a personal
passion and as I rediscovered teaching with pleasure that is
part of my daily lifestyle. In 2003 I started Taoist studies with
the Healing Tao Yoga system. In 2013 and in 2014, in Thailand,
at the Tao Garden center studies of Master Chia,
I obtained the certifications of Certified Instructor to teach all
over the world. In January 2015 I spent two months working
at the Tao Garden, as a translator of Master Chia’s books from
English into Italian. I teach these practices to adults and
children, with joy, success and enthusiasm. Main aim of the
courses is to teach participants to draw on their own internal
and external forces to improve their lifestyle, in harmony with the universal forces.
Practices improve the physical body, making it stronger and healthier; improve the emotional body,
balancing the negative emotions and positive and detoxifying the vital organs; improve the mental
body, producing peace and tranquility; improve the energy body by increasing the charge of energy,
improve the spiritual body by connecting with the Inner Self.

Irena Murko is a medical doctor in Germany and works in
Ottobrunn, south of Munich as a general practicioner in her own
office.
She is specialised in natural pathways such as homeopathy,
kinesiology, integrative manual therapy according to Frank
Lowen and in acupuncture.
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Harry Lodge. Born in Salisbury UK in 1967. Combined both
studies and sport at school to get prepare himself for a career
in professional sport, with academic qualifications as a backup
if not successful in his preferred occupation.
Selected for the Great Britain Cycling Team for the 1988
Olympic Games in Seoul, South Korea
1989-1993 Professional Racing Cyclist living in Belgium, one of
the main centres for international cycle racing
1994-2002 Professional Racing Cyclist living in Italy, one of the
main centres for International cycle racing
2003-2008 Team Manager of Various professional cycling
tams in Italy, Belgium, Japan and the UK.
2009-2016. Managing Director of Halo Sports Ltd clothing
company, specialising in sports garments for cycling, triathlon and running.
2015- 2016 Working together with Angela Long to set up Bikes for Nepal project, which will be fully
launched in 2017.

Angela Long UK, Born in Oxford in 1952 and now living near
Frome in the UK, is a homoeopath whose quest to understand
healing led to meeting Lama Gangchen in 1989 and spending
long periods of time in Nepal.
1993 - 2001 Angela assisted with the organisation of Lama
Gangchen’s work in England, liaising with the Druid Orders
at Stonehenge, Avebury and London while researching self
healing, returning to Nepal between 1998 and 2005, following
a year in Italy in Bagni Di Lucca in Tuscany between 1997/8.
In 2011 Angela published a book about Lama Gangchen’s work
with the Druids, (now called Himalayan Heartbeat and soon to
be republished)
More recently, Angela has been involved in supporting the
elderly - often those suffering with later stages of dementia
and alzheimers - assisting them to maintain independence for
as long as possible until death.
Angela organises the work of a Tibetan Amchi (Dr Tsetan) from her home in England holding a busy
clinic in Somerset 4 days every ten weeks.
With Lama Gangchen’s support and advice, Angela and Harry Lodge co-founded the Bikes for Nepal
project, which will be launched fully in 2017
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Harry Lodge and Angela Long, England

Halo Himalaya - Bikes for Nepal
One sunny April afternoon in 2015, a week after the devastating Nepalese earthquake, I was cleaning
my house in England. There is a churchyard next door, where the famous First World War pacifist
and poet, Siegfried Sassoon is buried. I took my carpets out to shake them in the graveyard and there
met Harry Lodge for the first time, he was in Mells looking for Siegfried Sassoon’s grave, I showed him
where it is. That’s how our friendship started. I was moved by the plight of friends in Nepal, Harry, a
former professional road cyclist and team manager was interested in the Himalayan region to seek
out high altitude riders and train them for a top international road cycling team. Harry had a plan to
start looking for his riders in Tibet/China so we wrote a multi tiered cycling proposal and sent it to
Isthar for Rinpoche’s advice. Rinpoche suggested we start in Nepal, this made perfect sense as I know
the country a little. Nepal has ten of the world’s highest mountains and is an easier country to work
in than China.
Harry and I visited Rinpoche in Albagnano and were very grateful that he and Isthar kindly offered
to advise and guide the project. We started in Kathmandu in January 2016. Jamyang, with twenty
monks, had moved back into the Drubkhang, after the earthquake, the day before I arrived, he was
super busy preparing the place for Losar, everything needed doing, the whole building was repainted
- although Jamyang had so much on his plate he and Tsogyal were immediately very supportive of
our project. Rinpoche’s Tibetan and Nepalese sangha went out of their way to put me in touch with
the right people. Chhimi Gurung, the president of Nepalese Cycling Association, who introduced
me to the top Nepalese cycle riders at the time. They were mountain bikers and always win at high
altitude. The timing was good, Chhimi felt our contact was auspicious. That winter, following the
earthquake, while people were attempting to piece back their lives and move indoors again after
months of trauma living outside, Nepal was again hit, this time by blockades on goods from India,
food was scarce and what little there was, was very expensive, it was a real hardship on top of a
suffering, but the stoical Nepalese kept on. The Nepalese cyclists, six boys and a girl had bravely gone
to compete in the Asian games in India, although they had no road bike experience, no training and
no road bikes. Everyone else had super geared up road bikes but the Nepalese went on borrowed
bikes with few gears. I first met Chhimi on the day the riders returned from India, when I told him
about Harry’s plan to train road cyclists he was very happy. Chhimi is like a father figure and a guru
to the young cyclists - he saw it as a ray of hope for Nepalese cycling, but he explained that we would
have to start a whole new sport, from scratch.
When Lama Gangchen Rinpoche arrived for Losar that year Chhimi and Sanjeev from the Nepalese
Cycling Association came to offer him khatag; Harry came to Kathmandu to meet us and we all joined
Lama Gangchen Rinpoche’s long life puja. Harry and I feel very honoured, blessed and inspired by
Rinpoche and the sangha’s encouragement and support.
That is how Halo Himalaya began, it is an ambitious and multi tiered project.
We decided to start a cycle tourism business to fund the team development, which is slowly getting
off the ground, step by step. The tourism project is envisioned to bring necessary employment to
Nepal. Our wish is to support the people with whom we become involved. At the moment we have
several young riders keen to train. We think many will follow once they hear what we are doing. They
need jobs and have dreams, they offer their everything in exchange, and their letters are moving.
Our idea is that, for those who do not make it to professional cycling standard, there can be jobs
as cycle tour guides and mechanics or assisting with the sales in the cycle shop we are opening in
Kathmandu. We are confident that we’ll find the young riders we need for a successful team.
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We are fortunate to know Matteo and Pietro Algeri, from Italy –
Pietro has coached ten Tour de France winners and three World
champions. They are ready to become involved. It will be such
a pleasure to see our riders from the roof of the World compete
on the world stage – we hope it will work wonders for Nepal’s
national pride, creating jobs and a new sport in a country
which sends most of its young people out to work abroad, due
to economic necessity. We’ve checked out the science and its
true to say our riders do have an advantage, having been born
at altitude their blood can metabolise oxygen under extreme
conditions, a massive plus in the field of endurance sport. We
think that this physical ability, combined with an indomitable
spirit is a recipe for success. Halo Himalaya is running spiritual
and healing pilgrimages as well as bike tours – an opportunity
for people to come close to Buddhism and explore holy places.
We need lots of support both economic and energetic, it is a big
project. To get involved please contact us.
Chiefly, our Objectives for Halo Himalaya Cycling Club
– Nepal
- To build a cycling infrastructure in Nepal for emerging
cycling talent and those who are interested in taking up
cycling as an activity, where they can grow and develop their
cycling through a cycling club system and all that it can offer
a cyclist (coaching/skills/strava ride challenges/social media/
social communication from groups cycle rides etc.)
- To provide training weekends and workshop weekends,
to allow cyclists to develop their skills through a group
structure, with individual coaching where necessary. Also
the opportunity to follow monthly training programs and
question/answer facility from an appointed club coach.
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- To promote an International Cycle Race (7 days duration) to promote tourism internationally in
Nepal (opportunity for professional teams to train extensively in temperate climate with altitude
training
- To provide an event calendar for mass participation and challenge rides throughout the year in
selected cities and provinces in Nepal
- To promote cycling as a commuter activity – to launch a brand of Halo Sports Bikes and
Cycling Clothing/Casualwear Clothing for all cyclists and all ages
- To promote cycling in schools and orphanages and encourage the younger generation to take up
cycling – to combat rising levels of trauma, isolation and depression, to encourage youth to believe in
and realise their dreams and ambitions in all spheres of life
- To promote cycling for families, so they can all take part in an activity as a family, with memorable
day or weekend activities to create a stronger bonding in the family unit…and meet other families
socially, with similar interests
- Formation of “Girl Power” cycling group within the club, to organise female only rides and set
training programs
- To promote cycling amongst the older generation, for a healthier lifestyle with an activity and a
chance to socialise with other members of their own or similar age group
- To promote cycling as an activity for corporate days for companies, to create team bonding and
communication skills over a project within a team group
- To promote cycling as an activity for people returning to health from illness or disability – trauma,
anxiety, isolation and depression amongst adults
- To create an environmentally friendly activity that will combat pollution and will benefit the nation
health wise, as a whole, both physically and mentally
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- To promote a selected charity in Nepal that can benefit from cycling – fund raising events to work
together with the arrival of our promotions/membership
- To create an insurance protection policy and cover for Nepalese cyclists, of all levels, so that they
and their families are protected in the result of any cycling crash or accident, or any third party
claims….also a possible policy for Bike insurance, to be covered against accident and/or theft (To be
guided locally by this as possibly not viable)
- To create the platform for the development and formation of a World Tour level professional
Nepalese cycling team, which will allow Nepalese racing cyclists to finally have an opportunity to
race internationally and win at top world level
- To create a club membership within the various sections of Halo Sports Cycling of 200,000
members by 2019.
In short, our humanitarian programme “Bikes for Nepal” aims to work with Help in Action. Currently
we are collecting used, unwanted bikes, reconditioning them and taking them to Nepal to give
to people in need. We are developing road cycling in Nepal from grass roots to the highest level.
Educated young adults face 80% unemployment. Tourism creates jobs while our road racing
training scheme gives a ray of hope to aspiring young cyclists, unifying the country in a new sport.
One of the great charms of the Himalayan region is it is happy and positive population, at risk of
being left behind in the increasing pace of modern life.
Our projects aim to preserve, protect and support the local culture and traditions.
If you have an unused or unwanted bicycle, why not re-cycle it where it makes a difference.

Giving a bicycle means everything to someone with limited possibilities.
To become involved in any way, join a cycling tour or pilgrimage, donate a bike, sponsor a cyclist or for further
information please contact us - Harry Lodge and Angela Long at halohimalaya@yahoo.com . Tel (0044) 0 1373
813779 or (0044) 0 7880367579 or check our progressing website halohimalaya.com
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Sheila Levi Watkins, England

Art Gallery ...

Sheila has many years of experience and training including Hypnotherapy & Psychotherapy, Life
Coaching, Performance Coaching, Parent-Link and Healing Through Art.
Sheila Levi-Watkins is also an accredited Scenar therapist with the Scenar Training Centre, trained to
Scenar expert level with Dr Zulia Valeyeva-Frost, MD.
"I have been making art all my life, being a member of an artistic family; my mother was an Austrian
artist as are all my brothers, and my father was a writer. I did a year's apprenticeship with a local
potter and then a year's art foundation course leading on to a 4 year art and teaching degree in
Manchester UK.
Over the years, I have taught art in secondary schools, taught evening classes (in life drawing, art
and pottery) and day courses to various organisations and latterly healing through art courses, using
art therapy techniques allied with private practice in Psychotherapy and healing through art (I am a
UKCP Psychotherapist in private practice, having done 4 years of extra training).
I have exhibited my artwork in Yorkshire and the Lake
Distrct and at the moment have work exhibited in a
local gallery.
I have been a student of Lama Gangchen since before
1990, and have made many pieces of artwork relating
to the spiritual world including Lama Gangchen's SelfHealing practice."
Sheila Levi-Watkins B.ED (Hons) IIHHT\IHBC UKCP
Hypnotherapy, Psychotherapy, Counselling, Life coaching
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Sheila Levi Watkins, England

Unforgettable Borobudur
Well we started off our long journey to Borobudur Indonesia on 11 February 2014; the flights were
Manchester UK to Doha, from Doha to Jakarta and then Jakarta to Yogakarta. When we got to Jakarta
we saw Lama Caroline and some of Lama Gangchen friends. We then had a long car journey to
Borobudur, where we luckily had booked a nice hotel with a swimming pool so when we arrived we
were welcomed by the Hotel staff. We showered and rested.
The next morning when we woke up I went out onto the balcony and I said to my husband “do you
know what, they don’t clean up very well around here, the balcony is very dirty”. It was at that point
that we realised the situation and that in fact what we were looking at was actually volcanic ash all
over the balcony and when we looked out further, we saw the trees and the whole area were covered
with volcanic ash! This was very shocking to us, we had never experienced being in a place where
a volcano had just erupted. We managed to get some information:Mount Kelud erupted late on
Thursday (local time), spewing out ash and sand 17 kilometres into the air and blanketing villages up
to 500 kilometres away. Hours earlier officials raised an alert urging people living in villages within
10km of the volcano to evacuate. Authorities say around 200,000 people have been affected and
there is widespread disruption to flights as several airports have been closed due to poor visibility.
“Based on verified data, over 76,000 people have been evacuated from five cities around the volcano
... and about 200,000 people were affected,” national disaster mitigation agency spokesman Sutopo
Purwo Nugroho said. Mr Nugroho said two people were killed after their houses collapsed under
the weight of the fallen ash. There are still tremors coming from the volcano, but authorities say
another major eruption is unlikely in the short term. Airports closed, flights cancelled. Airports at
Surabaya, Bandung, Yogyakarta, Solo, Malang, Semarang and the major oil refinery town of Cilacap
have been closed”. Lama Gangchen was held up in Malaysia and Lama Michel with many friends
were stuck at the airport in Jakarta because all the flights had been cancelled: they eventually joined
us in Borobudur by bus - so this was an interesting start to our trip to Borobudur! The local people
were very friendly and helpful and from this point on started to clean all the ash away from the trees
and from the general environment. Because of the volcano eruption the Borobudur monument
was closed for quite some time; however as a group we took this in our stride and made the best of
the situation; both myself and my husband Roy Watkins even went and helped clean Borobudur
together with our friend Claudio. We had a wonderful time at Borobudur receiving teachings from
Lama Gangchen, Lama Caroline and Lama Michel, in the conference room at the Manohara Hotel
and when the Borobudur monument was opened we then visited very early in the morning and
prayed and practised there at dawn.
The whole Borobudur experience was unforgettable.
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Jamal, Indonesia

Our dear friend “Mad Buffalo” ...

Jamal’s Coffee Shop

Our dear Jamal of all trades - faithfully
helping each year with transporting
materials for our retreat, taking care
of many different requirements and
all with a bright and cheerful smile.
He gives everyone a ride in his “mad
Buffalo” motorcycle with top notch
sidecar....
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ALBAGNANO ‘TEMPLE OF HEAVEN ON EARTH’

Borobudur...

...Albagnano

"Borobudur" Peace Culture Project in Albagnano, Italy
Lama Gangchen’s vision and wish
Since 1981, when Lama Gangchen first arrived in the West, he
has searched for the best way to bring the profound wisdom
of his tradition into the busy life of modern Western society.
During his frequent annual visits to Borobudur since 1989,
He was inspired to create the NgalSo Tantric Self-Healing
practice based on the ancient tradition of the Five Dhyani
Buddhas, the essence of the Vajrayana Buddhist practice.

In 1999, He brought a re-sculptured set of the five Dhyani Buddhas from Borobudur to Albagnano.
Over the following years several sets were brought to Italy: one set was placed in Premeno and
several full-sized single Dhyani Buddhas were purchased by disciples and placed in their grounds.
In 2006, one small set and one full sized Akshobya were placed on the land of Isthar D.-Adler (United
Nations Representative of the Lama Gangchen World Peace Foundation) in Albagnano, to protect
her family’s new home, blessed by Lama Gangchen and Kuten Lama.
Prayers and offering ceremonies performed in holy places endowed with powerful spiritual energy
serve to call upon the holy beings to develop peace and global friendship in this world, for a healthy
and prosperous environment, for the happiness and joy of all living beings, and for the development
of inner peace in everyone’s heart.
Objective
The ancient 8th century Borobudur stupa, a living testimony of Mahayana and Vajrayana Buddhist
practice, is the main inspiration for the creation of the Borobudur project in Albagnano, to bring this
ancient wisdom into modern society.
The Structure
On the ground floor the "Temple of Heaven on Earth" houses a number of statues carved in volcanic
stone by a Javanese artist, which are exact replicas of those found on the original stupa in Java;
five of which represent the Dhyani Buddhas, the 5 Supreme Healers: Amogasiddhi (against fear),
Ratnasambhava (for giving love and protection), Akhobya (for stability), Amithaba (meditation)
and Vairochana (pacifying power). The statues symbolize the ancient tradition and represent the
powerful NgalSo Tantric healing tradition taught by Lama Gangchen.
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T

his year, all Buddha statues: Chenrezig, Prajnaparamitas, Five Dhyani Buddhas and
Female Consorts and Maitreya have been painted by Lama Gangchen’s devoted
painter disciples, together with professional local artists, and using natural colours
according to traditional methods extracting the pure essence of minerals and plants, thus
allowing for the preservation of the colour pigments and hence of their intrinsic qualities.

F

or ancient traditions, occidental as well as oriental, and in particular in the Tibetan
cultural heritage, these qualities represented specific meanings, which were
particularly important in the field of religious art,
astrology, medicine and healing, where every colour had
a symbolic and spiritual significance. In Tibet, the natural
Himalayan resources were extracted, thus we greatly
rejoice that to this day such traditions are maintained
and preserved also in the West, in particular by Kremer
Pigments of Germany, who supported the project by
generously donating some of the painting material.
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Setting
The “Borobudur” structure is a part of the Albagnano Healing Meditation Centre, situated in Northern
Italy close to Switzerland and the main Milan airport of Malpensa. The centre offers NgalSo SelfHealing meditation, peace education and therapies for mind and body under the spiritual guidance
of Lama Gangchen.
A new approach to better living: integrating the revitalization of villages and recovery of alpine
cultures, in support of UNESCO’s culture preservation campaign and focusing upon the development
of Western Buddhism, non-formal education for a culture of peace and exchanges between Eastern
and Western medical traditions.
In ancient times ideal conditions were carefully researched to locate the most conducive environment
for spiritual practice and development; the small scenic village of Albagnano has been discovered to
have many such ideal conditions. It is surrounded by pine and chestnut woodlands, with two rivers
flowing from five surrounding mountains: it nestles some 600 metres above sea level, between the
nature reserve of “Sacro Monte della Santissima Trinità” and the “Val Grande” mountain range (which
comprise the largest nature reserves in Europe), overlooking the panoramic views of lake Maggiore.

The Future of the project is therefore to complete the construction and develop the structure into
the Borobudur Peace Culture Museum and Wisdom Planetarium for the Third Millennium.

Prajnaparamita
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In the beginning ...

Albagnano Healing Meditation Centre
in the middle of the Five Mountains
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...The
Story ...
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... Today

Amogasiddhi
Om Ah Amogasiddhi Hung v Secret chakra
Om Ah Samaya Tara Hung v Great Mother of Wind Element
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Ratnasambhava
Om Ah Ratnasambhava Hung v Navel Chakra
Om Ah Lochana Hung v Great Mother of Earth Element
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Akshobya
Om Ah Akshobya Hung Hung v Heart Chakra
Om Ah Mamaki Hung v Great Mother of Water Element
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Amithaba
Om Ah Amitabha Hung v Throat Chakra
Om Ah Pandaravasini Hung v Great Mother of Fire Element
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